
Cox Model:
Semi-parametric model that specifies the effect of covariates
without making assumptions about the overall shape of the survival
function.
Fit parameters β maximising the likelihood.
Survival function for the Cox regression model:                      .
S0(t): baseline survival function. Same for all instances.

Regularised Cox models:
Add elastic net penalty to likelihood:                                       .

Simon et al. [5] proposed a way to fit a path of regularised solutions.
Cox SurTree:

Fit optimal survival trees using a dynamic programming approach.
Generate a path of regularised Cox models per leaf and choose one:

CoxSurTree LL: likelihood optimisation.
CoxSurTree CI: C-Index optimisation [6].

Survival Analysis:
Find the expected time duration until one event occurs.
Applications: medicine, clinical research, engineering, economics, sociology.
Objective: fit survival function based on historical data, where the true time to event
for some instances is censored.

Decision Trees:
Interpretable model that can detect non-linear relations.
Optimal decision trees: fit optimal tree (for given size limits and train set) using
dynamic programming.
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1. Introduction

2. Research question
Does fitting a Cox regression model [4] in the leaves of an optimal survival tree
outperform the current state-of-the-art [1,2,3]?

3. Methodology

4. Results and Findings
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Figure 1: An example of a survival tree. Each leaf showcases five distributions, each corresponding to one instance
in the respective leaf.

Table 1: Out-of-sample Harrell’s C-Index [6] and integrated Brier score [7] for data sets from SurvSet [8]. CTree [3],
OST [2], and SurTree [1] were tested on a maximum depth d = 4. CoxSurTree LL and Cox SurTree CI were tested on a
fixed depth of d = 2.

Survival metrics:
C-Index [6]: proportion of correctly ordered comparable pairs of observations.
Integrated Brier score [7]: deviation of predicted distributions from the actual ones.

6. Conclusion 

Figure 2: Example of
estimated survival
functions of all the
instances.

Cox SurTree 
captures the relative risk better than the state-of-the-art methods.
similarly estimates the overall distribution relative to the state-of-the-art methods.
achieves these results for smaller trees. 

 

5. Limitations
Cox models assume a specific form of the relationship between the covariates and
the survival probability.
Increased time complexity of leaf solvers (Regularisation Paths for Cox’s
Proportional Hazards Model via Coordinate Descent [5]).


